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BBV:
Fit high side panels with windows 
nearest cabin end, plus tall end.

Fit solebars to under-
side of floor against the 
ribs. Add bearings and 
fit wheels. Make sure 
W-irons are vertical. 
When set add the  
brakeshoes to the studs 
on the back of solebars 
(2 per wheel).
The “V” hanger and 
lever fits in the recess 
on the floor 
BBV only:  fit the 
halves of the tank 
together and fit against 
the rib on the raised 
oblong  mount.

BBV only: vents fit on both 
sides as shown.

Handrails: on all vans there were vertical ones at each corner, plus one to the 
side of the verandah doors (which were at the ends of the sides). Bend these to 
shape round two pins stuck in a piece of wood – the measurement over the pins 
needs to be 10.5mm. The holes in the sides should be made deeper using a 
0.8mm drill – take care with the top ones.
There was a horizontal rail between the inner vertical ones – 73.5mm long. On 
the first batch, this was halfway up the third plank and on the later batches it 
was at the top of the first plank – there are small “pips” on the T stanchions to 
locate the rail in the lower position (it was not attached to the middle 
stanchion). Trim these off if putting the rail in the higher position. On the 
Ballast Vans, the rail was extended at the closed end, as far as the corner 
vertical rail (See top picture) – 83mm long.
BBV Roof only: at the OPPOSITE end to the “V” end – remove the ribs from 
under the edge of the roof, as this fits on top of the high side panels, & also 
remove the rain strips at this end. File the underside of the roof end until it fits 
over the high end with the roof edges resting on top of the sides.
Fit the roof  (after painting the body and fitting the glazing) – “V” end at the 
same end as the floor “V” (chimney is offset). 
BBV only: Roof vents fit on the roof centre line 10, 32, 52, & 68mm from the 
closed end (estimated from photos).
PAINTING: N.B. ribs under roof over verandah should be body colour.  
SECR/SR/BR below the solebars: black. SECR: D1559- Dark Wagon Grey 
(Precision Paints P581), white roof ; ends were NOT red. Post 1923 livery as 
SR/BR.  D1560 vans probably never had SECR livery.  SR: SR Wagon Brown 
(P91) with Venetian Red (P90) end (including cabin end above side panel top, 

headstocks & buffer bodies), white or grey roof. BR: grey roof (P131), grey body P126); 
Departmental vans: black body, repaints from 1964: Olive Green (P142). Verandah interior (above 
sides)/ underside of roof sometimes cream.  NUMBERS: SECR – D1559 - 11892/11893-903/5-11/13; 
SR – 55456, 55457-75. D1560 - 11914/16/18/20/22-5/28-39; SR 55476-95, plus 55496-515. BR:  prefixed 
“S” or “DS” for Departmental vans. Ballast brake van numbers were DS55476/82/86/89/92-4/99, 
DS55502/08. LETTERING: SECR - LH diagram below. SR - (pre-1936) centre diagram, later SR/BR 
- RH diagram, no “R” for BR livery. BR number was sometimes on the 2nd plank up. Ballast Brake 
lettering varied – refer to Paul Bartlett’s website for pictures: http://gallery6801.fotopic.net/  , 
“History of Southern Wagons Vols. 3/4”, or Cheona BR Wagons Vol. 5

NOTE: the floor and roof are marked “V” on the underside. The body sides and 
ends have studs on the back which rest on TOP of the floor. Glazing is not 
supplied – clear  food containers are a good source as PET or PP is not affected 
by solvent. Cut pieces to size before assembly and glue inside after painting.
Fit a cabin end onto the floor at the opposite end to the “V” against the floor 
studs. Although the cabin end at this end was removed on the BB vans, fitting it 
will make the model stronger – cutting out the bars “Y” will make it less 
obvious.Add a side – the bottom edge should be flush with 
the bottom of the floor. Add the other cabin end and side. 
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Add low side panels at “V” end; plus low end, and repeat 
at other end (not BBV)

V

Lamp irons should be 
fitted on the end uprights 
2mm (to *) above the top 
of the low sides (BBV: and 
in the same position on the 
high side corner uprights)

Fit the steps to the 
solebars. The short steps 
“X” on the Solebar sprue 
component diagram  should 
be level with the lower 
flange (x) of the solebar.

Fit buffer bodies to low ends; OR one low end & the high 
end (BBV). They are fitted with the bottom edge of the 
base (the edge that was attached to the sprue) flush with 
the bottom edge of the headstock. Add shanks to buffer 
bodies (white cross sides on Solebar component diagram 
go into the bodies), followed by buffer heads.

Assembly: if the ballast brake van (BBV) is to be modelled, the window 
openings need to made in the sides to take the frames (on the cabin end sprues). 
These are outlined on the inside. Make a hole through the centre of the marked 
panel with a knife point or drill, then enlarge carefully to the outside of the 
outline until the frames fit from inside and protrude to match those on the high 
side panels. 
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C78 SECR Brake Van 
These brake vans were built between 1918 and 1927, and were the final design of 
SECR van. The underframe formed the basis of the later standard SR vans, 
although the body and cabin were much smaller. Two types were built: the 1918 
prototype and the batch built in 1921 had 12” solebars (D1559); the batches built 
in 1923 and 1927 had 15” solebars (D1560). On the latter, the steps were hung 
from angle iron, whereas the earlier ones had thinner rod hangers. The kit is for 
the later batches. To model the D1559 type, the hangers can be replaced with 
plastic rod *, and 1mm sq. plastic strip added below the body planking (behind 
the vertical ironwork). This was a separate plank on the real vans. Once this is 
added, the extra depth of the solebar will not be visible when on the track. 
In 1953, ten vans of D1560 were converted to riding vans for use with ballast 
trains. This involved closing in ONE verandah, adding vents and windows in the 
sides. There was a cylinder/tank added underneath, this may have been the vac. 
cylinder or a tank for water. Vacuum brakes were fitted, but  this does not show 
in photos and parts are not included in the kit. A few vans survived until about 
1990, including two of the conversions, used with breakdown cranes (Three 
Bridges & Scotland). Vans were not confined to the southeast, as they were seen 
in Bristol, Cardiff, Nottingham & Wigan etc.
* Or the moulded ones can be thinned (Carefully!) by trimming off the flanges.


